Press information

Zumtobel and Cree: New generation of PANOS infinity sets new
performance benchmarks
Zumtobel and Cree have been working together on dedicated LED technology for the PANOS
infinity series since 2010. Now, a new version of the luminaire will feature the very latest Cree
TrueWhite® technology. Available from January 2018, this brand-new variant is set to further
enhance the unparalleled combination of high luminaire efficiency and excellent colour
rendering, while also helping PANOS infinity maintain its market-leading position with
excellent lumen maintenance and improved colour stability over the service life of 50,000
hours.
Dornbirn, 13 December 2017 – The Vorarlberg-based lighting manufacturer Zumtobel and lighting
technology expert Cree worked collaboratively to produce an integrated LED board solution
optimized for use in Zumtobel’s PANOS infinity LED product family. Based on the Cree TrueWhite®
technology, a patented spectral engineering-based system for producing white light with LEDs, the
customised PANOS infinity blends light from red and unsaturated yellow XLamp® XP-G3 LEDs to
create warm white light. Compared to traditional chip-on-board solutions, this red and white
multichannel technology delivers superior results in terms of efficiency and light quality, enabling
PANOS infinity from Zumtobel to strengthen its status as “best in class” in the downlight sector.
The integration of Cree’s latest technological advancement, carefully configured to meet the specific
needs of Zumtobel, will see the pioneering LED downlight break new ground. The optimised
technology enables the PANOS infinity LED product family to once again raise the efficiency
benchmark in downlight applications with a luminaire efficiency of up to 135lm/W and colour
rendering of CRI 90+, combined to achieve a light yield that is truly unique in this sector. Improved
colour tolerance and colour deviation values (MacAdam 2 in place of MacAdam 3) represent further
important benefits of this exciting new generation product. Additionally, reducing the drop in luminous
flux to just five percent over a service life of 50,000 hours (L95) means that any changes in the light
level are barely visible.
Cree®, Cree TrueWhite®, TrueWhite®, and XLamp® are registered trademarks of Cree, Inc.
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Photo captions:
(Photo credits: Zumtobel)

Photo 1: The integration of Cree’s latest technological advancement, carefully configured to meet
the specific needs of Zumtobel, will see the pioneering LED downlight PANOS infinity break new
ground.

Photo 2: The optimised technology enables the PANOS infinity LED product family to once again
raise the efficiency benchmark in downlight applications with a luminaire efficiency of up to 135lm/W
and colour rendering of CRI 90+.

Photo 3: PANOS infinity with the red and white multichannel technology delivers superior results in
terms of efficiency and light quality.
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About Zumtobel
As a leader in innovation, Zumtobel develops sustainable lighting solutions tailored to the needs of people in their respective
applications. With a comprehensive portfolio of high-quality luminaires and intelligent lighting management systems, the
Austrian company provides optimum indoor and exterior products for working and living spaces - the right light for every
activity at any time of day. The applications office, education, presentation and retail, hotel and wellness, health, art and
culture and industry are now perfectly complemented with portfolios for living and outdoor areas. Zumtobel is a brand of
Zumtobel Group AG with its head office in Dornbirn, Vorarlberg (Austria).

Zumtobel. The Light.
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